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It has been suggested by several people that Tsiolkovsky Crater hides the big spaceship that Norm Bergrun claims towed the 
Moon into Orbit. There are many anomalies surounding this area. 

Now lets go back to the Navy Clementine Image posted on page one of the Clementine website.... Look at the location of the 
yellow box below. The area within the block is on the Farside of the Moon. Click on the image and you can verify that this is 
on the official site. 
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Moon.gif Clementine Image

If you choose 1 kilometer resolution and 720x720 pixel image size, then click exactly on the spot within the square on the 
Clementine site... you will get the image below...  This will be proof that the image IS actually on the official NAVY 
CLEMENTINE website. {you can click on the image below to go directly to there site for this image. 
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Now lets jump right to the full color image from Map-A-Planet... 
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Now considering the sheer size of this object, and the fact that it is not hidden, it is more likely that this is a very unusual 
natural phenomenon or "island", or it may be a cleverly disguised structure. The ship of Norm Bergrun would be very huge 
indeed, so perhaps we may uncover more...
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"Spaceship" Update Dec 12, 2006 

.
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Clementine Image 0.1 k/p Resolution 
Closeup of "Spaceship"

Comments: 
Considering the sheer size of this object, and the fact that it is not hidden, it is more likely that this is a very unusual natural 
phenomenon or "island", or it may be a cleverly disguised structure - Zorgon

Jack Arneson's 

"The Secrets of Tsiolkovsky"
Join the live discussion on Anomalies on the Moon and on Mars  

at Above Top Secret Discussion Forum 

John Lear's Moon Pictures on ATS 

And 

Revealed for the First Time Color Images of the Moon from Clementine Satellite
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Copyright Notice 

All clipped images and enhancements on these pages are copyright ©2006 Land of Legends.  All text related to the clips and enhancements unless 
otherwise noted is are copyright ©2006 Land of Legends.  
  

All other pictures and photos on this page, unless otherwise noted, have been gathered from public domain sources or are available under GNU 
License. Further documentation is available on our Copyright Page and our Legal Department. 

Article Quotes all have links to their appropriate source and are noted.  

All information quoted or refereed to on this page is used only for non profit educational purposes. All reasonable attempts have been made that 
no credits are missed, but with a work of this size omissions may occur. If you see anything of yours that has not been properly credited or wish 
to have removed please contact the Webmaster
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